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Eminence Luxury Vinyl Flooring

   

          

     

Eminence is a luxury vinyl flooring that features the latest technology.
Double fibre interlayer increases dimensional stability and a secure grip backing 
helps hold vinyl planks in position in your room of choice.
Available in a range of realistic wood grain colours and textures, Eminence planks 
are 1219mm x 184mm (48” x 7.25”) which adds to the realistic appearence in not 
only standard size rooms, but also giving your open plan areas an amazing look 
and feel.
Eminence does not require the planks to be “clicked” or “locked” together, and 
can be installed over most existing hard floors in your home.
Unlinke real wood, Eminence planks will not warp, split or splinter and do not 
require regular staining or polishing.

PU Protective Coating
provides protection and easier maintenance

Secure grip Backing
enhances the bond to the subfloor

Clear PVC Embossed Wear Layer
protects from wear and tear

High Definition
Photographic Layer
gives a natural, realistic appearence

Primary Backing (incorporating
Double Glass-Fibre reinforcement)
creates strength, comfort, insulation
and dimension.

Mid Oak
K74307

Aged Pine
K71110

Dark Oak
K74301

Driftwood
K50402

Mid Sawnwood
K76015

Tallowwood
K75102

          Greywood
K98407

Walnut
K70510

Bleach
K60629

Honey
K83802

Smokewood
K83823

Tanoak
K166503

- Utilises the latest technology throughout the plank and backing system to achieve maximum performance
- Can be installed over most existing hard surface floors.
- Created using a state-of-the-art production process, ensuring unsurpassed quality and piece of mind.
- Incorporated fibreglass interlayers for maximum dimentional stability.
- Hard wearing embossed wear layer for better appearence and extended life.
- Factory finish polyurethane coating for scuff resistance and ease of cleaning.
- Micro-bevelled edges enhance plank to plank joints.

Quick and easy Installation
All you need is a level, smooth and clean 
subfloor to lay your Eminence planks  over.

Quiet
Eminence flooring helps to absorb sound. This 
means a reduction in day-to-day noise bouncing 
and echoing through your home, particulary 
“drummy” footsteps.

Warm Underfoot
Eminence vinyl flooring is softer and warmer 
than natural stone or wood.

Low Maintenance
A quick sweep or mop with warm water and 
vinyl floor cleaner is all you need to keep your 
floors looking fabulous.

Durable
The Eminence range of luxury vinyl flooring
is backed by a 20 year residential/10 year 
commercial warranty. Unlike timbers it will 
not warp, split or splinter and does not require 
regular staining or polishing.

Easy to Fix
Life happens, in the unlikely event you need to 
replace a plank all you need to do is lift the 
damaged plank out and replace it. Be sure to 
keep a few spare planks from the initial installation. 
- just in case.

Eminence Bleach

All this amounts to an attactive, 
hard wearing floor that is easier 
to install, easier to maintain and 
easier to live with.

Size : 
Box Quantity :
Thickness : 
Wear Layer :
Residential Warranty :
Commercial Warranty :
Features :

1219mm x 184mm (48” x 7.25”)
2.25m (10 planks per box)
5mm
0.55mm
20 years
10 years heavy duty
Micro bevelled edge, PU coating
and Double Glass- Fibre reinforcement



Contact us:
info@uberflor.com.au
www.uberlor.com.auEminence Mid Sawnwood

www.facebook.com/uberflor.com.au
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Size : 
Box Quantity :
Thickness : 
Wear Layer :
Residential Warranty :
Commercial Warranty :
Features :

3.37m
2 

 

3mm
0.55mm
20 years
10 years heavy duty
Micro bevelled edge, PU coating

1219mm x 184mm (48” x 7.25”)

Carbon J54844

Sand J54842

Ashen J54847

Cocoa J54846

Midas J54843

Oyster J54815

Specifications for Avanti

(15 planks per box)


